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About This Content

Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, the definitive jigsaw puzzler for the PC platform.

PACK INFO:

Puzzle Count: 1
Total Piece Count: 1000

PACK CONTENTS:

Gunship - x1000
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Title: Jigsaw Puzzle Pack - Pixel Puzzles Ultimate: Angel Wings
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
DL Softworks
Franchise:
Pixel Puzzles
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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Cute little HOG. Perfect for perhaps playing with kids. Some of the puzzles are surprisingly difficult considering the age of the
market that the game seems to be aimed at and younger players will need assistance in places.
Overall, the game is nicely presented with strong voiceovers, sound effects and music. The graphics fit the setting and my one
gripe is that the HO scenes seem to be lower definition that the rest of the game, making finding some objects more difficult
than need be, due to low detailing.
Having said that, if you can deal with the "Disney Princess" theme and story, it's a solid HOG, even for more experienced
players.. Please note I do no longer think about the engine this way, I currently think this is a piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
You can see why below.

I have used this engine for 60 (including time spended with demo) hours now, and after this time I can say, that it had potential
and still has. I bought this engine for 10 euros which is about 12 dollars I think it is way worth it. Let me begin with some pros
and cons,

Pros:
-Easy to use
-Scripting support
-some nice free to use models
-Particle creator
-Lots of customization

Cons:
-Performance is not great (I can handle about 65-100 units and then the framerate lowers.
-Main menu does not support music.
-crashes often.
-No multiplayer
-Developers have abandoned the project.

I consider the saddest thing that it is so great, but unfinished. There is a whole list of features to be added on the website. But I
dont think they are actually working on that. I think the worst thing is performance issues and no multiplayer which is very very
sad. The scripting language is LUA which is okay. Importing models works fine.
BUT: This engine is truly good but just misses some key features. However, since it has been lowered in price for 40 dollars to
10 dollars I think it is a fair price for what you get, if you spend some time with it I am sure you can make a nice game!

This is why I vote it up, because I cannot vote it down.
Engine features: 7\/10

So I was thinking more about this all, and their are just too many bugs and crashes. It is getting very annoying, you shouldnt buy
this unless you want to waste countless hours on fixing bugs and crashes. It is still a great engine dont get me wrong, but not for
10 dollars.
Engine performance 4\/10. Poor...

So I have been continueing working with this software, its a piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Just pure
garbage, the engine itself works i guess, and it has some great models and assets. But you just get sick of all the crashes and
errors, the actual game you made will function horribly after building the game. Tons of crashes, its fun for personal use, but
definitely not if you want to make a serious game. THIS IS GARBAGE!
Devs have abandoned the software, ridiculous, this engine is not even worth 3 dollars. Functions horribly. first half an hour of
playing this game and im blown away by the interactivity and just the plain fun of playing it, the location input from the
controller and the headset is fantastic no weird glitches where your hands go flying away like other vr titles that involve lots of
moving.. Amazing game so far. Been waiting for this for years, and now it's here.
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Good port with great performance. Apparently there's a lack of HOTAS support, but I use a controller anyway - despite playing
simulators like DCS.
Why?
Because Ace Combat is an arcade game, not a hardcore sim. If you have no regular controllers, I understand your bitterness, but
honestly, if you drop 300 dollars on a hotas and don't own a 20 dollar controller to play an arcade flight game with, you might
want to rethink your priorities.. Good trivia game. Good, challenging questions. Thumbs up.. For an hour: Wow! Then
ultrarepetitive!. Some of the best Orcs Must Die content to date. Should've been a free update though, not paid DLC.
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New mechanics and locations are what make these heists so unique. Instead of the same old mundane task of "place drill, fix
drill, take money, leave bank" you get to things like skydive and drive boats and destroy satellites and refuel helicopters (ok that
last one is still just wait time). You get two of the best heists in game for the price of one. The melees are actually usuable this
time, even up to par with the katana. The Baby Deagle is a quicker but slightly weaker Deagle, as you'd expect. Overall, this is
probably one of the best DLC's yet. Just buy it already, who even reads DLC reviews?. Not the highest budget, best looking, or
most fun handling racing game ever made, for sure, but fairly enjoyable nonetheless. Personally I've never been a fan of games
that drift by turning sharper, as opposed to using a button, as it feels like you have less control. However, this game manages to
still feel controllable most of the time, despite not feeling as responsive as a game like Sonic & SEGA All Stars Racing
Transformed (which personally has my favorite driving mechanics of any racing game).

I have yet to figure out if there's anything I can do to gain boost meter or if it just refills over time. The boosting doesn't always
feel as fast as I'd like, but it changes handling interestingly and is frequently refilled, which is nice. I also haven't played many
off-road racing games, so this is a nice change of pace, with lots of bumps and such along the way that can challenge you and
send you flying, which is quite fun. Speaking of, the car models, designed to look off-roady, are a nice change of pace from the
kinds of racing games I usually play. The AI likes to PIT you and force you into obstacles, but trying to return the favor is more
difficult than it seems it should be.

If you're a fan of racing games and don't mind a mediocre-but-competent fun little racing game, Insane 2 isn't a bad choice. I
wouldn't spend more than $5-10 on it.. Don't buy. Tons of reports of broken levels. I am currently stuck on a broken level
mentioned here https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/804130\/discussions\/0\/2828702373002090570\/. I attempted to contact
the dev, but have gotten no response in over a week. Easy pass even though it's a dollar.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/wxEV1KzB7YI

A brilliant setup and visual style are made almost unaccessible by the limited options present to players. With no obvious way to
buffer the difficult curve many will be turned off completely.. A great visual novel that deals with depression. There are some
NSFW scenes, but they do add to the plot. Well worth the price.. I was exited to try out these tracks on viewing the screenshots,
but having seen them in-game, I've gotta say I'm disappointed. The coloured blocks appear to have been placed without much
thought to form and visual function... too messy. A great game, but if you're thinking of purchasing just one or two DLCs, I'd
say go for the other packs first.
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